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OSFLOW®, the way to start a feel better day!
OSFLOW® is a world novelty in the Golf and Wellness market. The device
helps to improve balance and flexibility and removes muscle tensions and
pain.
This winter was a real breakthrough! Many new users joined the OSFLOW® community
and we are excited to see the OSFLOW® gaining a lot of momentum in SW Florida.
Members of many of Naples Golf & Country Clubs are realizing their personal benefits of
the OSFLOW® (such as Royal Poinciana, Hole in the Wall, Grey Oaks, Quail Creeks,
Wyndemere, Vineyards and Colliers Reserve to name a few).
The OSFLOW® oscillates very gently with 8-12 Hertz. Through its gravitational and
levitation force, it brings the skeleton back into its natural and centered position. As a
result, balance and flexibility improves. Back pain is often caused by muscle tensions. The
oscillations help the muscles relax, help loosen these tensions and pain circulations can
actively be intercepted.
“I have been using the OSFLOW® device daily for over 12 months now and have experienced
substantial back pain relief and radically improved balance and flexibility,” says Tom Patri,
one of Golf Magazine’s Top 100 Teachers in America. Tom goes on to say, "Your ability to
balance yourself as well as your range of motion are vital cornerstones to golf
performance!”
The OSFLOW® is very efficient; use it for 5 minutes every day and you will see results. The
device has also proven to deliver great results for MS, Parkinson and Stroke patients.
Florida Physical Therapist in PP and many other professionals working in the health and
wellness area recommend the OSFLOW®.
“We are very excited to conduct a scientific study under the leadership of Dr. Eric Shamus,
the Florida Gulf Coast University Department of Rehabilitation to confirm whether there is
an improvement in balance after consistent use of the OSFLOW®. The experiment will test
the change in a geriatric sample population who will be using the OSFLOW® 5 minutes daily
for four weeks later in 2015”, says Judith Rudolf jrudolf@osflowusa.com, importer for the
OSFLOW®.
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If you are interested in learning more about the OSFLOW®, reach out to one of the
following professionals. Naples Personal Training, Dr. Sean Wells, 239-597-2370,
Wellness/Massage: Karen Stevens, Bonita Springs, 239-777-9536 or Natasha Superville,
Estero, 941-822-567. Alternatively, you can also lease an OSFLOW® for four weeks at the
comfort of your home for only $300. Please call 239-592-4062. www.osflowusa.com

About OsflowUSA Distribution LLC:
OsflowUSA Distribution LLC, was founded in 2013, as the sole importer of the OSFLOW® device. The OSFLOW®
is imported from Germany and is available all over Europe. Judith Rudolf, Swiss and owner of OsflowUSA
Distribution LLC, located in North Naples, FL first encountered the device when her brother in law with
Parkinson’s Disease was using it. She then learned more about the device, the multiple benefits and thought
that this will help many people here in Southwest Florida, including golfers. That was when she imported the
first 10 devices into the US. After talking to some leading industry experts, the Florida Physical Therapists in
Private Practice, FLPTPP endorsed the OSFLOW® device because of its functionality and positive benefits for its
users. OsflowUSA Distribution LLC is working to build nationwide distribution over time and to create job
opportunities here in Naples, FL.
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